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Rbstract 
Each of the forty Toronto Board of Educat ion behavioural 
teachers las latched as closely as possible lith a regular 
c I assrool teacher f rOI t he sale schoo I ,of t he sale sex, and 
teaching approxilately the sale age group of chi Idren. RII of 
these teachers lere sent a quest i onna i re (based on Herzberg' s 
lodel) Ihose content reflected various aspects of job satisfaction 
or dissatisfaction. Delographic data las also gathered to be used 
in the study for exalining correlat ions betleen sat isfact ion and 
var i ous fact ors . T 10 add I tiona I quest ions lere asked regard i ng 
factors that lould Influence their staying or leaving and one 
question las asked about lerit pay. 
Chi Square tests and t-tests lere conducted on the 
results. The lajority of each group of teachers las very satisfied 
lith their job Ihi Ie the behavioural teachers were significant Iy 
lore satisfied than the regular teachers. Intrinsic factors played 
a lore sign If i cant ro let han did ext r i ns i cones. No delograph i c 
factors cou I d be found to be pred i ctors of job sat i sfact Ion or 
dissatisfaction. 
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CHAPTER 1 - IHTRODUCTIOH 
Teacher st ress and burnout I s not a st y I I sh 
fad .hlch Ii II just fade a.ay or evaporate, 
but a profound problel Ihich lust be 
addressed I f the quality and productivity of 
Alerlcan educat ion is not to sl ip 
considerably (Cunnlnghal, 1983, p. 48). 
nuch has been Iritten about teacher stress and -burnout-
(Beck and Gargiulo, 1983; Cook and Lefflng.ell, 1982; Dunhal, 1981; 
Kyriacou and Sutcliffe, 1979; Lalrenson and ncKinnon, 1982; Heedle 
et a I • , 1980; Schlab, 1983; Shal et a I • J 1980 j Ue i skop f , 1980 ; 
Youngs, 1978; and 2abel and 2abel, 1982) but fel indepth studies 
have been conduct ed to det erl I ne t he causes. Stud I es need to 
exal i ne st ress , .h I ch lay lead to" burnout - and at t r i ti on I and 
teacher satisfaction and dissatisfaction to deterline .hich factors 
Influence teacher perforlance. Through an extensive evaluation of 
the causes, one could deterline .hether or not they are the sale 
for all teachers or Ihether they vary .ith the Individual and 
his/her teaching situation. 
-Burnout- appears to be a state of physical and/or lental 
exhaustion .hlch drastically reduces teachers' effectiveness in the 
c I assrool and lay be severe enough to cause thel to I eave the 
pro f ess i on telporar i I Y or perlanent I y . Accord i ng to Cunn i nghal 
(1983), "burnout- is defined as -the inability to cope adequately 
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with the stresses of onels work or personal life- (p. 37). 
Because of lack of job lobility In a large urban systel, 
it lay a Iso be that t here are lore teachers st ay i ng who wou I d 
prefer to leave If the opportunity .as available and are, 
there fore, under lore st ress than .ou I d be ot her. i se . Uh i I e 
stress lay not lead to -burnout· or aUrit ion, it Is kno.n that 
stress does lead to job dissat isfact ion (Cook and leffing.ell, 
1982; Dunhal, 1981; Kyrlacou and Sutcliffe, 1978 and 1979; Heedle 
et al., 1980j and Youngs, 1978). Stress can produce IIld anxiety, 
rigidity, boredol, oppression, frequent absenteeisl, or even 
neurosis in teachers. Sources of stress range frol extrinsic 
factors (disruptive pupils, lack of tile for preparation, too luch 
paperwork, etc.) to intrinsic factors (lack of recognition, 
att I tudes of adl i n i strat lon, respons I b I I i ty for pup i Is, etc.). 
Stress varies .Ith age and sex of teacher, experience and 
qualifications, age and exceptionality of students, and 
adlinistration (Benskyet al., 1980; Kyriacou and Sutcliffe, 1979; 
la.renson and ncKinnon, 1982; Sch.ab, 1983; and Zabel and Zabel, 
1982). As .el', cOllunication .ith peers and colleagues plays an 
Ilportant role. 
It .ould appear frol the literature (Beck and Gargiulo, 
1983; Cook and lefflng.ell,1982j Heedle et al., 1980j Shaw et al., 
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1980; Ueiskopf, 1980; and Zabel and Zabel, 1982) that special 
educat ors are under 1I0re st ress than regu I ar c I aS8rOOll teachers. 
SOlie of the reasons,give'JO for this are: the allount of contact 
needed in supervising the students, lack of perceived success, lack 
of external supports, lack of training, allount of tille required for 
lIeetings and report .riting, lack of role clarification, and large 
class size (relative to the exceptionality). 
Because of the intensity of sOlie of these factors; 
coupled .ith aggressive, non-compl iant chi Idren, the role of the 
teacher of ellotionally disturbed is even 1I0re stressful than that 
of other special educators (Dunha.; 1981 , and lOllrenson and 
McKinnon» 1962). Many large boards have a contlnuulI of services for 
elotionally disturbed children ranging froll partial lIithdralIol froll 
a regular class to full-tille, segregated settings. Those children 
needing a full-tillle placelllent are often very aggressive, both 
verbally and physically, and, as such, create a very Intensive, 
stressful situation for the classroo~ teacher. 
Bullock and Uhelan (1911) made a study of the 
cOllipetencies needed by these teachers and stressed the importance 
of having good progralllllling ~dd lis for ellotionally disturbed and 
socially lIaladjusted children, cOllprehensive kno.ledge of 
curr i cu I Ullt lIIater i a I s for a II grade I eve I S I and a thorough 
understanding of behavioural principles and strategies needed for 
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e f f ect I ve c I assrool lanagelent. Since teachers who exper i ence 
stress report job dissatisfaction, it is necessary to deterljne the 
factors which contribute to job sat isfact Ion in order to try to 
laxilize the latter and thereby reduce the levels of stress. 
-Job satisfaction and dissatisfaction are a function of 
t he perce i ved re I at I onsh i p bet ween what one want s f rOI one • s job 
and what one perceives it as offering or entailing- (Locke, 1969, 
p. 316). How does one leasure an Individual's perceptions? 
Rre these percept Ions on I y true for the 10lent or do they ho I d 
steadfast over long periods of elploYlent? Rn instrulent has to be 
found or developed that can lea sure job satisfaction based on the 
cOlponent parts and then give an overall rating of satisfaction or 
dissatisfaction according to the individual's perception. 
Does one's level of satisfaction vary with the age and 
sex of the Individual, the years of experience, the age and type of 
students taught, or the level of education that one has attained? 
Studies that considered these variables: age of teacher (Beck and 
Gargiulo, 1983j Knoop, 1980j Kyriacou and Sutcliffe, 1919j 
Lawrenson and ncKlnnon, 1982j and Schwab, 1983), sex of teacher 
(a II 0 f t he above st ud I es and Serg i ovann I , I 961) , age 0 f 
students (Beck and Gargiulo, 1983, and Schwab, 1983), and level of 
education of teacher (sale as for -age of teacher-). Knoop's study 
(1980) looked at present school experience, while Lawrenson and 
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ncKlnnon's study (1982) considered the nu.ber of years taught in a 
behavioural class. 
Because there are so.e fact ors .h i ch are .ent i oned as 
sources of stress that are co •• on to all teachers, It .as decided 
to co.pare behav I our a I teachers .i t h regu I ar c I assroo. teachers 
fro. the sa.e school I ,teaching a si.i lar age of students, and of 
the sa.e sex .henever possible. This .ould atte.pt to equate the 
t.o groups on three .easures .hile using the other factors as part 
of the de.ographlc study. 
Because severe stress .ay cause high absenteeis. and even 
t e.porary I eaves 0 f absence fro. a board I It .ou I d have been 
advant ageous to st udy those teachers .ho have been af f ect ed by 
stress to this degree. Co.parisons of Job sat isfact ion levels 
cou I d then be .ade .1 t h those teachers .ho are se I do. absent. 
Infor.atlon about absenteeis. and teachers on leaves of absence due 
to .edlcal reasons is confidential so this study could not be done. 
In su •• ary, a cursory look at the literature sho.s that: 
I. Stress leads to job dissatisfaction. 
2 . Teachers 0 f except I ona I ch i I dren are sub j ect to .ore 
occupational stress than regular educators. 
3. Teachers of e.otlonally disturbed children report the 
,greatest levels of occupational stress a.ong special educators. 
Therefore, the hypothesis that II1I be tested by this study is 
that: 
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Teachers of e.otlonally disturbed children are 
.ore dissatisfied than regular education 
teachers because they are under .ore stress In 
their lork. 
The re.ainder of this thesis Ii II: investigate the 
lit erat ure I n t er.s 0 f t heoret i ca I .ode Is and research find I ngs 
related to the above objectives (Chapter 2); shol hOI the study las 
conducted (Chapter 3); describe the analysis of the findings 
(Chapter ~); draw conc I us ions based on the resu Its and suggest 
future directions to be taken in research (Chapter 5). R 
bibliography and appendix lill follol the above. 
CHRPTER 2 - REUIEU OF THE LITERRTURE 
The reviel of knoln I iterature in the field of teacher 
stress, satisfaction, and dissatisfaction 1III be divided into 
three .ajor sections. First, research articles relating to stress 
and burnout I n educat ors I I II be exa.i ned. Second, re I evant 
studies addressing the conceptual fra.elork of the proble. lill be 
cons I dered • I nc I uded I i II be Uroo. I s (1964) expect ancy theory; 
Locke I s (1969) i nt eracti on I st t heorYi and Hersey and Blanchard I s 
(1911) theory of organizational behaviour Ihlch enco.passes naslol 
(1954) and ncGregor (1966) • Th I rd, the t 10-fact or theory 0 f 
.ot I vat Ion deve loped by Herzberg.. nausner, and Snyder. an (1959), 
fro. Ihich the questlonalre in this study las developed, lill be 
exa.ined in detail. 
R. Research on Strels and -Burnout-
Uhlle theoretical .odels provide the basis for 
conceptualizing the proble., educational research provides a .ore 
pract i ca I app I I cat i on and so I ut ion to current issues. Rrt i c I es 
related to the folloling areas lill be explored In greater detail: 
(a) Fact ors caus I ng d i ssat I sf act i on Ih I ch .ay lead to 
stress or burnout. 
(b) Teachers 0 f except I ona I ch I I dren vs . regular 
children when considering stress factors. 
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Uhen one exalines articles on stress and Bburnout B alongst 
teachers (Cunninghal, 1983; KyrI acou and Sutcl i He, 1978; 
Kyrlacou and Sutcll ffe, 1979; Heedle, et al., 1980; Schlab, 
1983j and Youngs, 1978), one can find lany sources of 
dissatisfaction. Satisfaction and dissatisfaction are often 
linked lit h delograph i c fact ors such as age, sex, years of 
experience, and so on. nany of these links lill be explored to 
discover if they are intrinsically or extrinsically based. 
Youngs ( 1978) addressed the effects of teacher anx i ety 
and stress on pupil perforlance and teacher lei I-being. A lajor 
source of anxiety appeared to be the poor lorklng relationships of 
staffs lith their adlinistrators. 
leadership and interpersonal skills can greatly reduce the tension 
and anxiety in teachers by addressing and leeting their needs. 
Likelise, teachers Iho are respected and supported in their jobs 
are likely to react positively to handling responsibility, to care 
about their students, and to nurture a larl and healthy learning 
environlent. Because these behaviours are non-stressful, 
teachers I i II be less anx i ous, I I I I exper I ence f eler negat I ve 
elotlons, and lill have better attendance records. 
Because teachers I nt eract ina const ant J I nt ens i ve lay 
lith students, Schlab (1983) found that Bburnout B could occur lore 
rapidly in teaching than In other professions. (Schlab defined 
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II burnout II as lIelotional exhaustion, negative attitudes toward 
clients, and loss of feeling of accolplishlent on the job· (p. 21). 
St udent s I adll n I st rat ors , parent s , trust ees I ot her board 
personnel, and even colleagues place delands on teachers. Schwab 
found that years of experience, larital status, and alount of 
education did not have any lajor effect on levels of ·burnout ll • 
Fact ors that did produce d I ff erences were age, sex, and grade 
I eve I taught. 0 I der teachers were not as • i II I ng to cha II enge 
current delands and Issues. FeMa I e teachers exper I enced lore 
positive attitudes to.ards their students than lale. Elelentary 
teachers fared better than high school or senior school teachers. 
I n genera I , teachers .ho perce I ved a great er degree of cont ro I 
over t he I r env i ronlent and .hose needs .ere i nt r I ns i co II y based 
were less likely to be affected by stress and anxiety. 
Kyriacou and Sutcliffe (1978), found that deMographlcal 
factors such as those reported by Schwab (1983) had very little 
to do .Ith teacher stress. Instead, they felt that personality 
characteristics of the individual were the deterMining factors. 
Sources 0 f st ress appeared to be disrupt i ve pup I Is, d i ff I cu I t 
classes, lack of t lie to do work required, and dl fflcult 
behavioural problels - lost of these factors being extrinsic in 
nature. One-fifth of the 257 teachers studied reported 
experiencing a large aMount of stress. 
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I n anot her st udy done by Kyr i acou and Sut eli f f e ( 1979) , 
results lere sl.llar. AI.ost one-quarter of the 218 teachers 
experienced .uch stress In their profession. A large proportion 
(72.51) of the repondents lere fairly satisfied or very satisfied 
11th teaching. 
significant. 
Ho de_ographical characteristics lere found to be 
Of the respondents, 23.5 1 felt that they lould not 
likely be teaching In 10 years· ti_e. 
Heed Ie, et a I . ( 1980) , invest i gat ed sources 0 f teacher 
st ress and found -teachers report I ng higher I eve Is 0 f job st ress 
report greater job dissatisfaction, 10ler occupational 
self-estee_, .ore so.atic co.plaints and 10ler general lell being 
than those reporting tOler levels of job stress- (p. 98). The 
sources appear to be both intrinsic and extrinsic: sense of 
achI eve.ent, lork itself, conditions of lork, opportunities for 
advance.ent, salary, pollcy-_aklng input, and available 
resources. Those factors over Ihlch teachers had the least a.ount 
of control, contributed to the greatest a.ount of stress. 
In his reviel of I iterature on teacher -burnout -, 
Cunn i ngha. (1983 ) found .any causes of teacher -burnout - or 
reduced job satisfaction. Stress can develop if teachers perceive 
a d if f erence bet leen t he I r act ua I st at us and des ired st at us i n 
relation to other professionals. Status can be enhanced through 
i.proved public relations and increased salaries. In _any lays, 
it is unfortunate that the people Iho do not lork directly lith 
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children (ad.inlstrators, consultants, and supervisors) get 
higher so I or I es than those t hat do Ih I ch forces teachers seek i ng 
greater .onetary relards to leave the clasaroo.. nerlt pay has 
been tried lith only .ini.al success because It does tend to 
d Iff erent I at e teachers Iho do the sa.e lork as opposed to pay i ng 
extra to those taking on .ore responsibility. 
Cunn i ngha. (1983) a Iso found that teachers -.ust have 
the authority and pOler to change undesirable conditions in their 
J ob env I ron.ent • (p . 43) . Apart fro. the phys i co I lork I ng 
conditions in their school and classroo.s, teachers lant to have 
Input into class size, a.ount of planning t I.e, reduct ion In 
supeN Is i on 0 f at udent a I and cont ro lover avo II ab I e resources -
.any of these being extrinsic factors Ihich bring about 
dissatisfaction. 
Teachers of exceptional students .ay experience stress 
fact ors I n a .ore accent uat ed for. . Severa I Ir it ers ( Cook and 
Leffinglell, 1982; Dunha., 1981j La,renson and ncKinnon, 1982; 
Shal, et 01., 1980; Uelskopf, 1980; and Zabel and Zabel, 1982) 
have addressed this topic in an atte.pt to understand the 'rationale 
behind this diversl fication. Cook and Lefflnglell (1982) found 
severa I sources 0 f st ress f or spec i a I educat ors : lack 0 f ro I e 
clarity, II.ited tl.e for interaction lith regular educators, lack 
of ti.e to process paperlork, extra responsibilities and pressures 
to do 11th exceptional children, inadequate .aterials and 
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reeourcee, and lack 0 f eupport f or new epec i a I educat ors . I n 
addition to theee sources, general stress factors for all educators 
were found to be: low pay, lack of recognlt ion and appreciat ion, 
and disrupt I ve pup lis. It wae suggested by these authors that 
special educators light need to change environlents after teaching 
in the sale situation for eeveral years. 
Cook and Leffingwell (1982) also found that, ·one of the 
historic problels of epectal educatore hae been the lack of space 
designated for thel in the typical school building· (p. 56). Often 
sla II st orage spacee or i so I at ed c I aesrools in the baselent have 
been re I egat ed as spec I a I educat Ion c I aesrools . Th I s fee ling 0 f 
insignificance can lead to dissatisfaction and stress in teachers. 
Dunhal ( 1981 ) found that disrupt i ve pup II s produce 
stressful teaching situations especially in specialized clasees or 
residential prograls. The author found that special efforts have 
to be lade to over cOle or help alleviate the eltuationj for 
exalple, Increase cOllunication with peers and other professionals, 
prov i de i nserv i ce prograle, adequat e pay lust be given, 
encouragelent has to be given to staffs who do not have an active 
I i f e out s I de 0 f t he I r c I assrools , and hea I thy schoo I at lospheres 
lust be proloted. ·Uorking in a healthy school would appear to be 
an ilportant resource for staff as they attelpt to leet the delands 
of teaching disruptive pupils- (p. 211). 
In one of the few studies directly Involving teachers of 
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e.ot i ona II y d i st urbed, lalrenson and ncK i nnon (1982 ) found that 
there was a high attrition rate (481 over a three year period) for 
these teachers. Their .ain source of dissatisfaction was lack of 
ad.inistrative support followed by inadequate staff support, 
excessive a.ount of paper work, and lack of recognition fro. 
ad.inlstrators. Teachers Iho re.alned were fully certified and had 
B.R. degrees as opposed to higher qualifications. 
Shaw et al. (1980) found that stressful teaching 
conditions in special education are leading to -rapid staff 
turnover, interpersonal proble.s a.ong professional groups (e.g., 
regular and special educators and ad. in i strators) , and resistance 
to change· (p. 21). Strategies for special educators to deal with 
stress include: knowing and understanding the role and 
responslbi I It ies, receiving support especially during the first 
year I chang I ng env I ron.ent s , .a i nt a i n i ng a pos i ti ve out look, and 
having a life outside of the classroo •• 
Rccordlng to Ueiskopf (1980), ·special educators .ay be 
subjected to additional e.otlonal stress due to the nature of the 
job and the proble.s associated with except lonal students· (p. 
22). Because of the constant adult supervision of these students, 
special education teachers are exposed to .ore negative attitudes 
and situations than the regular classroo. teachers and .ay suffer 
.ore stress. Children with social/e.otional needs place a greater 
de.and on a teacher Iho .ust ensure that his/her oln needs 1III be 
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replenished. Ad.lnistrators have to beco.e educated to the needs 
of special students and their teachers so that they can playa .ore 
supportive, understanding role. Changes In envlron.ent need to 
be encouraged after five years In the sa.e progra •• 
Zabel and Zabel (1982) rando.ly sa.pled teachers of 
various except lonal it les (learning disabled, educably .entally 
ret arded I t ra i nab I y .ent a II y ret arded, e.ot i ona II y d i st urbed, and 
g 1ft ed) I "0 co.par I son .as .ade to regu I ar c I assroo. teachers I 
-Teachers of ED [e.otlonally disturbed] students reported the 
great est occupat I ona I st ress a.ong teachers 0 f except I ona I 
children- (p. 262). They also found that older and .ore 
exper I enced teachers .ere I ess I I ke I y to exper i ence st ress and 
-burnout- and .ere .ore likely to have a greater sense of personal 
acco.plish.ent. 
All of these negative conditions .entloned .ay lead to job 
d i ssat I 81 fact I on and event ua I • burnout - I But .hat I 81 j ob 
dlssat I 81 fact Ion (or sat I 81 fact ion) and ho. can this be .easured? 
Can job satisfaction be predicted or are there so.e factors such as 
.ot I vat i on .h I ch .ou I d I nd I cat east rong tendency t o.ards 
sat I 81 fact Ion? loll II la.s (1918) found that -the el I.inat Ion of 
factors that cause job dissatisfaction a.ong teachers Is so.ething 
qu I ted Iff erent fro. purpose f u I act I on des I gned to increase j ob 
satisfaction- (PI 92). 
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B. Theoretical nodels of SatisfactionJ Dissqtisfqction. gnd 
notivgtion 
Uroo.'s (1964) study exa.ines the relationship between the 
.ot ivat ion of individuals and the work they perfor.. Uroo.'s 
.easure of job perfor.ance is a direct product of valence (-the 
strength of an individual's desire for a particular outco.e- - Hunt 
and Hil" 1969, p. 104) and instru.entality (the belief that good 
job perfor.ance gets rewarded and poor job perfor.ance does notl. 
The individual's view of his/her perfor.ance leads to job 
satisfaction or dissatisfaction. I f the Ind I vidua I sees the 
results as extre.ely desirable, the drive to perfor. in order to 
obtain these results will be very strong. -As the worker atte.pts 
to satisfy his desire for his own level two outco.es [ego 
pro.otion, .obility, or higher inco.e], these are instru.ental In 
.otivatlng hi. to acco.plish the organization's level one outco.es 
[ego work perfor.ance].- (Holdaway, 1918, p. 9). Uroo.'s 
theory tends to work best on an organizational level, especially 
with intrinsically-.otivated people since they have a strong belief 
that their own actions affect the results and are .ore .otivated to 
try. 
Locke (1969) atte.pts to exa.ine and define job 
satisfaction and dissatisfaction through his -interactionist-
.odel. By exa.ining .an's values and the degree to which an end 
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product meets these values, one can begin to measure satisfaction. 
Because various job factors are vieled differently by individuals, 
the resulting total degree of job satisfaction or dissatisfaction 
lill vary in intensity because of the varying values given to each 
factor. -To fully account for the effects of value achievement on 
job sat i sfact ion, ... one IOU I d have tot ake account 0 f the 
nature of the individual's job values and I dent i fy any value 
confl icts- (p. 333). Locke sees overall job sat i sfacti on as 
the summation of the various elements of the job as perceived by 
the individual. 
According to Abraham naslol (1954) , there is a 
hierarchical structure of needs Ihich have to be met in a certain 
order: 
Table 1 
naslol's Hierarchy of Heeds 
Self-Rctualization 
(Recognition) 
Social (Rffiliation) 
Safety (Security) 
Physiological 
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At the first level, the basic need for food, shelter, and 
clothing (physiological) has to be satisfied before the 
Individual can be lotlvated to consider the next level of needs. 
Once the fear 0 f harl and depr I vat i on has passed by leet i ng the 
individual's need for security, the next need becoles the driving 
force, and so on. naslow's lode I has often been I inked to 
Herzberg's (Table 2) since they are both concerned with factors 
t hat produce cert a i n behav i ours i n t he work force. • nasi ow I s 
helpful in identifying needs or motives, while Herzberg provides 
us with insights to the goals and incentives that tend to satisfy 
these needs· (Hersey and Blanchard, 1911, p. 66). 
Table 2 
COlparison of naslowls 
Heeds to Herzberg's nodel 
Self-Actualization 
Esteel (Recognition) 
Social (Affiliation) 
Safety (Security) 
Physiological 
lotivators 
..... --............................... .. 
hygienes 
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Douglas McGregor (1961) also looked at Maslowls 
hierarchy of needs and concluded that people who were intrinsically 
lotlvated and had reached the level of self-actualization would not 
respond pos i ti ve I y to be i ng close I y cont ro II ed and superv i sed. 
These I nd i v i dua Is wou I d respond best to a Theory Y manager who 
would be supportive and encouraging. On the other hand, Theory M 
lanagers who direct, control, and supervise people would get the 
best results from people who are extrinsically motivated. 
Several studies (Blal, 1981j Frataccia and Hennington, 
1982 j Ho I daway, 1918 j Miske I, 1913 j S i I ver, 1982 j U I Iii ams , 1918 j 
and Uo If, 1910) have looked at the fact ors i nvo I ved I n teacher 
mot ivat lon, sat isfaet lon, and dlssat Isfact ion and combined these 
with theoretical models. According to Uolfls (1910) need 
grat i f I cat I on theory (wh I ch i s based on Herzberg and Mas I ow) , 
I nt r i ns i e aspect s 0 f the J ob are like I y to be seen as use f u I for 
sat i sf Y I ng one I s needs whereas ext r I ns i c aspect s are not. Uo I f 
also theorized that -job motivat ion results from an individual IS 
perception of the relationship between specific job-related 
behaviors and desired need-gratifying consequences- (p. 81). The 
lower level needs of Maslow (Table 2), which correspond to 
Herzbergls extrinsic factors, are more I ikely to be those which 
blue-co II ar workers st rive for whereas the higher I eve I needs, 
which are intrinsically based, are sought after by white-collar or 
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professional groups. 
Uolf claims that Herzberg erred .hen he claimed that 
intrinsic factors .hlch not only produced job satisfaction but also 
increased performance .ere equated .ith job motivation. For Uolf, 
"satisfaction Is an end state, .hile motivation is a force 
( • dr i ve I ) to ach i eve an end st at e· (p . 90). Sat i sf act i on 
results from the gratification of a need and dissatisfaction 
results from the real or perceived failure to obtain gratification. 
Job motivation occurs .hen a person realizes that certain 
behaviours result In attempting to gratify a need. Since teachers 
are members of a professional group, most of their needs. I II be 
gratified through intrinsic factors. 
In trying to understand the mot ivat Ion of pub I Ic school 
educators to .ork and advance, nlskel (1913) randomly selected 
senior education students, teachers, and administrators. niskel 
found that, i n add I ti on to Herzberg • s theory, anot her f act or , 
that of security, plays an Important role. In order to explain 
.hy there are more males In ad.lnistrat ive roles, nlskel found 
that "ad. I n I st rat i ve pos I t ions have I o. hyg I ene and high 
instability" (p. 52), and that the males in his sample scored 
high on • Compet i t I ve des i rab i I I t y, To I erance for .ork pressure, 
and Uillingness to seek re.ard in spite of uncertainty versus the 
avoidance of uncertainty· (pp. 46-49). This also supported the 
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assumpt i on that i nd I v i dua I s .ho .ere up.ard I y mobile .ou I d seek 
jobs • i th i ntr i ns I.c re.ards and greater i nstab iii ty. 
Uhen ana I yz I ng teachers .ho have left the syst em, 
Frat acc i a and Henn I ngt on ( 1962) looked at teachers I needs that 
.ere not being satisfied. Support .as found for Herzberg's theory 
that sources of teacher dissatisfaction .ould be the hygiene 
component s . Ho.ever, these same teachers a I so scored high on 
motivation factors .hich Herzberg claimed led to job satisfaction. 
nany of those factors .hich scored 10. in both areas: 
company-administration policies, supervision, salary, .orking 
cond I t Ions, i nt erpersona I re I at ions, recogn i t I on, advancement, 
and achievement can be improved through administrative support and 
encouragement. There fore, • t he pr I nc I pa I, serv i ng as the 
bu i I ding I eve 1 I nst ruct i ona I I eader can exert cons i derab I e 
Influence In assisting teachers [to] satisfy their needs related 
to bot h hyg I ene and mot i vat i on· (p . 8). S i I ver (1982) support ed 
t his v I e. by comb I n I ng Herzberg's nou vat i on-Hyg I ene theory • i t h 
Uroom I s Expect ancy theory. • Schoo I I eaders can ensure that 
excellent teaching Is the most direct path to desired outcomes by 
re.ard I ng such t each I ng i n mean I ng f u I .ays and by re In f orc i ng 
teachers' expectations that their efforts .ill result in excellent 
teaching· (p. 554). Herzberg's theory suggests that Intrinsic 
factors lead to job satisfaction but that if lacking, a principal 
can supply some by finding note.orthy areas to praise or can 
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suggest Ihy certain .Issing ele.ents are beneficial to students. 
This lill In turn, according to Uroom's theory, lead teachers to 
see that good teaching results in desirable outco.es and .i II be 
thus relarded. The more often this connection is made, the more 
likely that teachers' mot ivat Ion Ii II increase, and the circle 
I i II cont i nue • 
B I a i ( 1981) pred i ct ed that U I n the lork env ironment, 
degrees of self-assessed job satisfactions vary 11th the strength 
of psychological needs satisfied.- (Rbstract - introductory page) 
Based on Masl 01' S theory 0 f U human mot I vat i ona I behav I or -, the 
results lould prove helpful in placing perspective lorkers if onels 
psychological needs could be measured. Rccording to Maslo., once 
a need has been met, it is no longer considered as a need and the 
individual should then feel satisfied. Blai set out to measure 
the lorkers I percept Ions 0 f job sat is fact Ion and t he degree 0 f 
satisfaction of psychological needs. The strongest psychological 
needs contributing to job satisfaction appeared to be Interesting 
dut i es I j ob secur I t y, and se t f -act ua I i zat I on . Recent st ud i es 
(Huszczo I 1981 j Knoop, 1980 j and Saa I, 1918) have looked at 
job involvement and its links lith motivation and job satisfaction. 
Saa I ( 1918), after I nvest I gat i ng Ii t erat ure on job i nvo I vement , 
decided to investigate those factors considered by some to have the 
most influence in this area, I.e. personal characterist iC8, 
situational characteristics, and lork outco.es. In order to do 
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so, Saal spilt personal characteristics into demographic factors 
such as age and sex and psychological factors such as self-esteem 
and work ethics. Those factors which Soal found to have the lost 
variance lith job involvement were the situational characteristics 
and the personal (psychological) variables. 
Huszczo (1981) surveyed ,1, subjects ranging frol 
sk i I I ed labourers to pro f ess i ona I sand found that t here lias an 
interrelationship betlileen job satisfaction, motivation; and 
i nvo I vement a It hough t he I att er had a higher corre I aU on wit h 
moti vat! on than saU sf acU on . Anot her i nt erestl ng fi nd i ng that 
Huszczo made was the lack of any relationship betlleen satisfaction, 
motivation, and involvement and lower order needs which supports 
Herzberg1s theory. 
Knoop (19aO) a I so found a corre I at i on bet IIeen 
sat i sf act i on J mot i vat i on J and i nvo I vement . Rs 11:1 i t h Huszczo I 
several variables (personal, structural, and job factors) lIIere 
studied. Knoop1s findings indicated that Ninvolvement of teachers 
is mainly related to three variables: job motivation, job 
satisfaction, and marital status,A (Abstract - introductory page) 
Sex, age J and years 0 f expel" i ence did not have any sign i f i cant 
corre I at i on II i t h j ob i nvo I vemen! but mar ita I st at us and locus 0 f 
cont 1"0 I did: at t he less close I y teachers were super-v i sed, the 
higher lI:Ias the I I" degree of job i nvo I vellen! ti (p. 
found that single and divorced teachers are more 
10). Knoop 
I ike I y to be 
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involved with their jobs than married ones. 
Structural factors such as position in school and size and 
location of school had no significance for elementary teachers and 
only moderate significance for secondary teachers. RII of the job 
fact ors were sign i f i cant except for sat i a fact i on with coworkers. 
Of all three factors, job related ones appeared more significant 
t han persona I or at ruct ura I fact ors . - I nvo I vement may be high 
because a person is satisfied with, or motivated by, his or her 
job; or a person may experience high job sat isfact ion, or job 
motivation, because of high job involvement- (p. 13). 
Rfter examination of theoretical models which explore 
teacher satisfaction, dissatisfaction, and motivation and current 
research related to this, one can see that this area is still very 
controversial .ith many confl icting vi ewpo Ints. Those findings 
that most of the authors would agree with are: 
1. Teaching is a stressful profession. 
2. St ress may be higher among spec i a I educat ors when 
compared to regular educators. 
3. Stress may I ead to d i ssat i sfact ion with teach i ng and 
to eventual burnout and attrition. 
4. Sources of satisfaction and dissatisfaction vary with 
teachers but that the most common sources of satisfaction come from 
within the individual (intrinsic) whereas the most common sources 
of dissatisfaction come from outside the individual (extrinsic). 
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The8e flnding8 would 8upport Herzberg'8 tlo-factor theory. 
5. The principal and his/her leadership ski 118 have the 
greatest Influence on teachers as to whether or not they are 
dissatisfied lith their job. 
6. Uariance in factor8 causing sati8faction and 
dissatisfaction may be attributed to motivation. 
7. Uhen con8idering motivation, other theorie8 combined 
I I t h Herzberg 8eem tog I ve t he great e8t account ab iii t y for j ob 
satisfaction and dlssati8faction. 
8. Personal demographic factor8 (such as age and 8ex) 
have minimal Influence on job sati8faction, dissatisfaction, and 
motivation. 
9. Job involvement, satisfaction, and motivation are 
interrelated. 
10. Becau8e of the number of variable8 needed to measure 
job satisfaction or dissatisfaction, the re8ults are often varied 
and inconclu8lve. Job 8ati8factlon i8 a very complex and eva8ive 
C. Herzberg's Theory 
Herzberg et a I. (1959) cont ended that t here were fact ors 
which could be u8ed to mea8ure job i8ati8faction and 
dissati8faction. Those that lead to job satisfaction were called 
mot I vat ors because they tended to be i nt r i n8 i c and t h08e that 
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lead to job dlssat isfact Ion .ere called hyglenes or extrinsic 
factors. Are the factors .h I ch couse Job sat i sfact lon, .hen 
present In quantity or quality the sa.e ones .hich cause 
dissatisfaction, .hen absent or dl.inlshed in quantity or quality? 
Frederick Herzberg addressed this question and ca.e to the 
conclusion that they .ere not. Since Herzberg's .odel .as 
developed fro. a study of industry, one questions .hether or not It 
applies to and can be adapted to education. 
1ak I ng Herzberg' s t.o-factor theory, a quest lonna I re .as 
developed to be tested on a group of e I e.entary teachers. Fro. 
this survey, a .easure of job satisfaction or dissatisfaction .ould 
be obta i ned. By co.par I ng behav i oura I teachers .1 th regu I ar 
classroo. teachers, further application could be .ade regarding t.o 
diverse teaching sltuat Ions but .lth both groups having sl.llar 
.orklng conditions, colleagues, and ad.lnlstrators. 
Herzberg' s t.o-fact or theory has a Iso been ca II ed the 
.otlvator-hygiene, Intrinsic-extrinsic, content-context, or 
satisfier-dlssatlsfier theory. Factors .hich .otivate the person 
to achieve levels of sel f-estee. or se' f-actual izat ion are kno.n 
as .otlvators or Intrinsic factors. Exa.ples of these are: 
(Appendix A) 
1. ftcbleye.ent - this category entailed looking at the 
actual results of .orklng as a teacher and noting .hether 
or not there could be derived any Intellectual or creative 
challenge fro. the Job It8elf. <Questions 9, 38, 39, 46) 
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2. Recognlt ion - Included here were acts or feelings of 
recogn i t I on on t he part 0 f persons direct I y connect ed to 
and having an influence on the teacher; for exalple, 
parent s , adl i n i st rat ors , and co II eagues • (Quest ions 13, 
22, 25) 
3. York Itself - the actual physical tasks or dut ies 
I nvo I v I ng teachers • t I Ie were covered here and I nc I uded 
such t asks as c I assrool preparat Ion and superv lsi on 0 f 
students. (Questions 18, 36, 45, 47) 
4. ResDonoibl' Ity - any sat isfact ion derived by teachers 
relating to personal authority or responsibility for 
carrying out the work Involved was covered in this 
category. Exalples of this would be: responsibility for 
deciding the subjects to be taught and for cOlposlng the 
weekly tiletable. (Questions 3, 14, 29, 43, 50) 
5. Adyancelent - this category addressed the opportunity 
f or change 0 f st at us or pos I t I on in t each I ng as a resu I t 
of a teacher's present assignlent. (Questions 5, 16) 
6. posolbiljty of Growth - whenever a teacher was able to 
use his or her professional ski lis in situat ions which 
light enhance chances for future pro.otion or job change, 
these were cons i dered to be growt h poss i b iii ties. 
(Questions 20, 28, 33) 
By satisfying these needs, job sat isfact ion results. ·not Ivators 
fit the need for creativity, the hygiene factors satisfy the need 
for fair treat.ent ... • (Herzberg et al., 1959, p. 116). 
Hyg I ene or ext r i ns i c fact ors descr i be the env i ronlent in 
which Q person works. Exalples of these factors are: 
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I. ~ervision-technical factors in this category 
addressed the abil ity of the teachers' supervisor to 
underst and the prograll and lU i II i ngness to de I egat e 
respons i b iii t Y for carry i ng out such a task. (Quest ions 
'il; 'i'i) 
2. Polley and Administration - any issues directly related 
to overall school policy .itll respect to organization and 
management .ere considered. (Questions 26, 3'i) 
3. Uorklng Conditions - environmental conditions at school 
have a direct Influence on the job performance of 
teachers. Included .ere conditions of the school itself, 
the classroom; and staffrooll. (Questions 12, 19, 21, 40) 
4. interp-ersonal Relation, - Peers - the interaction 
between colleagues on staff and the support a teacher can 
del'" I ve from til i s interact! on is of sign if i cance. 
(Questions 11; 21, 31) 
5. Interl;!ersonal Relat ions - Subordinates - rapport .ith 
and support from parent sand st udent s lIere seen as be i n9 
part of a teacher's involvement lith people having a 
vested interest in the program. (Questions 'i, 6, 32 1 35) 
6 . I nt erpersona I Be I at ions - SUl;!erv i sors - not on I y the 
school's ad.inistrators but also curricululII or student 
service personnel interact .ith teachers regarding the 
perforlllance of the i I'" dut i es. (Quest ions 1, 2; 1, 6; 30, 
31) 
1. Status any factors .hich contributed to the 
perception of increased importance in a teacher's progralll 
or pos i t i on .ere cons i dcrcd i nth i scat egory . (Quest Ions 
11; 'i2, 49) 
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8. Job Security - consideration was given for the presence 
or absence of job security in a teacher's progra.. So.e 
special education progra.s still have protected positions 
whereas no regular classroo. progra.s do. (Question 48) 
9. Salary - since wages are deter.lned according to 
qua I i f i cat ions and years 0 f exper i ence, wage or sa I ary 
increases could not be considered. The only .easure used 
was the teacher's perceptions of wages .atching 
perfor.ance. (Question 10) 
10 • Fact or, in Per,ona I Life - inc I uded here were any 
situat ions where the job had an effect on the teacher's 
physical or .ental health or restricted activities outside 
of work. (Questions 15, 23, 24, 51) 
Rccording to Herzberg, by satisfying these needs, dissatisfaction 
and poor job perfor.ance are avoided. 
Herzberg's theory also states that satisfaction and 
d i ssat is fact i on are not on a cont i nuu. • R worker beg i ns at a 
neut ra I po i nt and .ot i vat ors increase his/her sat is fact ion ina 
positive direction but lack of these factors only leads to .ini.al 
dissatisfaction. Lack 0 f hyg i ene fact ors produces job 
dissatisfaction and an increase only leads to .ini.al satisfaction. 
Basically, the two sets of factors are separate and distinct and, 
therefore, .utually exclusive. 
Uhen considering job sat isfact ion and .ot ivat ion, one is 
atte.pting to uncover an individual's attitude, not only toward his 
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job, but also tOlard his fellol lorkers, supervisors, and even the 
profession itself. Herzberg las concerned about the ethics of such 
an investigation but felt that -the assulPtion las made that the 
best justification for this lork las in its potential social 
usefulness .•.. To discover and then reinforce the kinds of things 
that make people happier ... is indeed a lorthy end- (Herzberg et 
01., 1959, pp. x, xi). This las a direct contradiction to Peter 
Drucker Iho, in Herzberg's book, stated that -an Investigation of 
workers' job attitudes las imloral and unjustified. He felt that 
I t las no bus i ness of anyone but the lorker hi Ise I f hOI he fe I t 
about his job- (p. x). 
Herzberg et al.'s (1959) study has generated considerable 
controversy regarding his lethodology, lotlvation and hygiene 
factors, and applicability of his theory to the field of education: 
(Burke, 1966; Dunnette, Calpbell, and Hake I , 1967; Elen, 1964; 
Hu I I nand S. i t h I 1967 j Hunt and H i I I, 1969 j Li ndsay, Harks, and 
Gor I 01 I 1967 j and Uern I lont , 1966). Us I ng an i nt erv i ew process, 
accountants and engineers were asked -to think of a tile when they 
felt especially good (or bad) about their job and to describe the 
events and feelings associated lith that episode- (Silver, 1982, 
p. 551). The 16 factors that lere lOSt frequently cited lere given 
the labels, -lOt ivators- or -hygienes-. Host educat lonal studies 
based on Herzberg'S theory have used questionnaires or checklists 
and the results have been lixed in terls of agreelent or 
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d Isagreelent wi t h Herzbe'rg. H A conservat i ve cone I us i on t hat we can 
draw from the diverse studies pertinent to this theory is that the 
aspects of work that are Intrinsic to the tasks thelselves are 
significantly related to individuals' attitudes and their levels of 
10tivatlonB (Silver, 1982, p. 551). 
Dunnette et al. (1961) found that Bthe Herzberg two-factor 
theory i s a gross I y overs i mp I If i ed port raya I 0 f the mechan I sm by 
.h i ch job sat i sfact i on or d i ssat i sfact i on cOles about H (p. 143) . 
They, like others, found that certain job factors are important for 
both satisfaction and dissatisfaction while others have little 
predictability or influence. Uernimont (1966) found that a 
person's expectations of job practices, salary, and working 
cond I t Ions st rong I yin f I uence his/her I eve Is 0 f sat i sf act i on . If 
the person views these factors as fair and adequate, they are then 
of little concern or interest to the individual and, as such, do 
not influence levels of satisfaction. He concluded that Bboth 
intrinsic and extrinsic factors can be sources of both satisfaction 
and dissat Isfaction, but intrinsic factors are stronger in both 
casesB (p. 41). 
Burke (1966) summarized many researchers who had used 
Herzberg's theory as a bas I s for t he I r I nvesti gat Ions and found 
little support amongst them for the two-factor theory. He 
concluded, after his examination, that factors such as the age and 
sex of the respondents and the level of the respondent's job had 
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.ore Influence on .hether or not a giuen factor .as a source of job 
satisfaction or dissatisfaction. 
So.e of the crltlcis. against Herzberg's .odel has to be 
ule.ed .Ith the follo.ing factors in .Ind: 
(a) nost of the subjects .ere .ale. 
(b) nost of the data ca.e fro. one co.pany. 
(c) nost of the subjects .ere satisfied .ith their jobs. 
(d) nost of the subjects .ere skilled or profes.Ional. 
Of the fe. educational studies .hlch haue been done u.'ng 
Herzberg's .odel, so.e tend to support his theory that satlsflers 
and dissat Isflers are exclusiuely different: (Friedlander, 196.f; 
Holda.ay, 1978; La.renson and ncKlnnon, 1982; Lortie, 1915; nlskel, 
1973; and Serglouanni, 1967). According to Holda.ay in his study, 
Teacher Sat I ,fact Ion; An A I bert a Report, he found t hat a lorge 
percentage of teachers .ere ,ati,fied, especially In areas of their 
.ork ouer .hlch they had the greatest control. The greatest area 
of dl"at I ,fact Ion coae fro. teachers' percept Ions of negat iue 
public attitude, ta.ards their profes,ion - an orea ouer .hlch they 
haue little direct control. 
Serglouannl" (1967) study of an educational organization 
found the greatest satisfier to be the .ork it,elf and the greatest 
dlssati,fler to be .orking or enulronaental conditions. In 
La.ren,on and ncKfnnon', (1982) ,tudy Inuoluing 33 teachers of the 
e.otlonal'y disturbed, the greatest source of satisfaction .as the 
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teachers' relationship with the students whereas the greatest 
dlssatlsfler was the lack of ad.lnlstratlve support. 
Other studies (Evans and naas, 1969; Saleh, 1911 j and 
Ulckstro., 1913) Involved educators who were not supportive of 
Herzberg's theory. Evans and naas (1969) tested over-1200 teachers 
in the nlnneapolls-St. Paul netropolltan Area and found that those 
factors which were viewed as sat Isflers for teachers, also were 
seen as sources of dissatisfaction, If absent, with the exception 
of one factor, pro.otlon. 
satisfier nor dlssatlsfler. 
This factor was neither a strong 
Lack of feeling of achieve.ent and 
poor teaching relationships with pupils were seen as the greatest 
dlssat Isfiers whereas the presence of these factors produced the 
greatest sat isfact ion In teachers. Both of these factors are 
Intrinsic which does not support Herzberg's dlchoto.ous theory that 
dlssatlsflers are extrinsic and .otivators are Intrinsic. 
Ulckstro. (1913), In his study of 313 Saskatoon teachers, 
was concerned with the 11.lted application of Herzberg's theory to 
the field of educat Ion. Uhlle Uickstro.'s findings Indicate an 
overlap of factors as both satlsflers and dls.atl.flers, the 
strongest fact or. for each were d Iff erent wi th the except Ion of 
feeling of achleve.ent. Ulckstro. raised quest Ions about the 
applicability of Herzberg'. theory to the field of education 
because the job has such a large -hu.an relations ele.ent- (largely 
Intrinsic In nature) In It and the .ajorlty of the profession are 
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Shoukry Saleh (1911), at the University of Uaterloo, 
constructed a Job Rttitude Scale based on Herzberg's work, relating 
to intrinsic and extrinsic factors. COlparisons of the results 
were lade on the basis of sex, education, age, and position. Saleh 
found v I rt ua II y no d i ff erence bet ween t he scores 0 f la I es and 
felales. The college educated group was found to have 
significantly higher Intrinsic scores than the high-school educated 
group but this was reversed on the extrinsic sub-scales; and no 
differences between the various age groups, except for the group 56 
and over where there was a significant drop in the Intrinsic 
scores. Uhen cOlpar I ng the d Iff erent work I ng pos I t Ions, Sa I eh 
found the highest I nt r i nsl c scores on Ii dd I e and upper lanagers 
wit h t he lowest be i ng pr Ilary schoo I teachers and correct i ona I 
officers. However, there were differences across the positions on 
the various subscales. 
The next chapt er w I II address the lethodo logy used to 
study job satisfaction and dissatisfaction along regular and 
behavioural class teachers while testing the hypothesis: 
Teachers 0 f elot I ona II y d I st urbed ch i I dren are 
lore dissatisfied than regular education 
teachers because t hey are under lore st ress In 
their work. 
CHAPTER 3 - METHODOLOGY AHD PROCEDURES 
The reviel of literature attempted to establish the 
t heoret i ca I background for t he many con f I i ct i ng v i elpo i nt s 
regard I ng the var i ab I es 0 f teacher sat i sf act i on and 
dlssat isfact ion. This chapter Ii II describe the study that was 
done based on Herzberg's two-factor theory. Included were several 
persona I demograph i c fact ors used to ana I yze overa I I I eve Iso f 
satisfaction and dissatisfaction of teachers. Also included will 
be the population sample used for field testing the questionnaire 
and the data gathering procedures. 
Popylation and SamDle 
The Toronto Board of Education has a total of 121 public 
elementary (K-8) schools serving 42,136 pupi Is. Of the 2,459 
teachers, 515 are in Special Education classes (both withdrawal 
and segregat ed) cover i ng the f 0 I I 01 i ng except i ona lit i es : 
behavioural, learning disabled, reading disabled, 
developmentally SIOI, severely emotionally disturbed, physically 
handicapped, gifted, and communication disorders (speech, 
hearing, and language). 
Of the total group of 42 behavioural teachers in the 
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T oront 0 Board 0 f Educat i on i t 110 0 f t hell had been absent for an 
ext ended pel" i od and lIere eli II i nat ed . Of the 40 remaining, 26 
came from schools having one behavioural program and the remainder 
calle froll schools .Ith tllO programs. Each behavioural teacher .as 
matched as closely os possible .Ith a regular teacher froll the sOlie 
school J of the same sex; and teaching approximately the salle age 
group of children. The major reason for choosing teachers in the 
salle schoo I was the nuaber 0 f quest ions concerned • i t h work i ng 
conditions of the school~ support froll adllinistration~ cOllllunity 
involveillent, and rapport with colleagues. Age of students lias 
chosen as a factor because lIany lIeetings, events J and 
pro f ese i ona I deve I opllent act i uH i es revo I ve around the pr Ilary, 
j un i 01" J 01" sen i 01" d i v lsi on teachers. Sex lias used as a factor 
because of the possible similar rapport lIith colleagues and 
administration. 
The group 0 f behav i oura I t eacners represent 7. BI 0 f the 
Spec i a I Educat i on teachers and bot h groups 0 f teachers represent 
1.61 of all of the elellentary teachers in the system. The schools 
from .h i cn t hasa teachers came represent ed 27. 31 0 f the tot a I 
number. Ho assumption can be made that the teachers in this study 
represent a random sample of regular 01" special education teachers. 
Those lino part i ci pat ed did so because t hey are ellp! oyed by the 
T oront 0 Board 0 f Educat i on and lIere se I ect ed accord I ng tot he 
above-mentioned procedure. 
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The populat Ion used for field-test ing the quest lonnaire 
and for establ ishing rei iabi lity and val idity las a group of 28 
Faculty of Education students at the University of Toronto. They 
lere enrolled in an evening course for Special Education students 
and lere taking tlO options, one of Ihich las Behavioural 
Exceptionalities (Ele.entary). Total nu.ber of years teaching 
experience varied fro. 0 to 27. Of the group, three students had 
full-ti.e behavioural classes Ihile the others lere in a variety of 
teach i ng sit uat ions: ot her spec i a I educat i on c I asses, regu I ar 
classroo.s, treat.ent centres, and supply teaching. 
I nst ru.ent at ion 
Section A of the questionnaire (see Appendix) las used 
to gather de.ographic data on the tlO groups of teachers. Factors 
used lere: sex, age, qualifications, and age of students. 
Because of the differences betleen these groups, questions 
concern i ng t he I r years 0 f teach i ng exper i ence and f ut ure i n the 
pro f ess i on lere lorded d iff erent I y . A I I ot her quest ions lere 
ident ical. Tlo additional questions lere asked regarding factors 
that lould influence their staying or leaving and one question las 
asked about .erit pay. 
In developing a fra.elork for Sect ion B of the 
questionnaire, Herzberg's theoretical .odel las used which 
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cont a I ned 16 j ob-att i t ude fact ors , 
Rchievelent, Possibility of Growth, 
Interpersonal Relations (Supervisors, 
Supervision-Technical, Responsibility, 
Uorklng Conditions, Uork Itself, 
nalely: Recognition, 
Rdvancelent, Salary, 
Subordinates, and Peers), 
Policy and Rdlinistration, 
Factors in Personal Life, 
Status, and Job Security. Using the descriptive criteria found 
in The not ivat ion to Uork, 52 statelents were developed - each one 
fall ing under one of the headings. The linilul nUlber of 
questions in a group was one and laxilul was six. These 
statelents were randolly selected. R Likert scale was used with 
numbers rang i ng f rOI one to five, f rOI • very negat i ve· to· very 
pos i t i ve· • Uords were added at t he end 0 f each sca let 0 lore 
closely define the range. R covering letter was added to the 
package wit h direct i ons for ret urn i ng t he survey. Follow-up 
letters .ere sent to the non-respondents. 
Data Gqthering Procedures 
80th the 40 regular and 40 behavioural classrool teachers 
were sent a package through the board lail. The contents of the 
package were as follows: a covering letter outlining the purpose 
of the thesis and directions for cOlpletion of questionnaire; the 
t .o-part quest i onna i re j a se If-addressed brown enve lope; and a 
stalped, self-addressed postcard containing the teacher's nale 
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and school. Recipients .ere asked to complete the questionnaire 
and ret urn itt 0 me through t he board ma i I. At t he same ti me, 
they .ere to return the postcard us i ng the posta I system. The 
latter ensured that they had completed the questionnaire but 
guaranteed confidentiality and anonymity. 
sent to non-responders. 
A follo.-up letter .as 
A total of 26 behavioural teachers (including one return 
.hich had to be eliminated because more than 151 of the questions 
.ere omitted) or 651 of that group returned the questionnaire. 
Of the regular teachers, a total of 29 or 12.51 completed the 
questionnaire. Returns .ere not as high as anticipated because of 
a .ork-to-rule situat ion in the board .hich resulted in some 
teachers refusing to do any extra paper.ork. 
Field Testing Ouestionnaire 
To test reliability, the Faculty students .ere given the 
complete package consist ing of the survey letter and t.o-part 
questionnaire (see Appendix). Section 8 of the questionnaire .as 
given again the follo.ing .eek. (It .as assumed that the 
demograph i c data .ou I d have rem a i ned const ant. ) 0 f the 28 
students involved, only 24 .ere present for the pre- and 
post-tests. Of these, four had to be eliminated because they had 
omitted more than 151 of the ans.ers. 
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Ra. scores .ere obtained for each student by su •• ing the 
Individual ans.er scores. Uhere students had a.ltted a question, 
the total ra. score .as converted using the for.ula: 
Converted score· ... To .. tyGw,I....:rI..lGu.loo..&sclllollou,r,&e ________ _ x 260 
Total .ax. for questions ans.ered 
.here 260 is the total .axl.u. for the 52 questions. 
R Pearson Product no.ent Correlation coefficient .as then 
calculated to test reliability using the for.ufa: 
rxy • xy .here x I s the scores on the 
I( x ) ( y ) 
pre-test and y Is the scores on the post-test. The value of r 
• .86 indicate. that there is a strong relationship bet.een the 
pre-test and post-test (according to Cohen, 1976). 
The standard deviation .as calculated using the follo.lng: 
cY r· 'I (~_ t) and .a. found to be .23. R t-score of 
3.74 .as then obtained using the for.ula: t· d ~. 
This .as significant at the .01 level of confidence. The standard 
error of the .ean on the pre-test .as found to be 2.98 and on the 
post-test .as 3.55. 
To test construct validity, a .inl-Iecture on Herzberg's 
.odel .as given after the post-test. Uhen asked to .atch each of 
the 52 quest ions .ith 17 categories fro. Herzberg's .odel (16 
actual categories plus one category for -none of the above-), 20 
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queationa or 391 of the total lere matched perfectly by all of the 
people. Of the 52 questions, 191 lere matched lith three or less 
mismatches. Of the seven questions where no one matched 
correctly, four questions belonged in the correct broad category 
of either notivatora or Hygienea and lere retained; one question 
las dropped from the atudy; and the other two lere kept because of 
the fel questiona in that category. 
To test content validity, Burrough's Eighth nental 
neasyrement s Yearbook las consu I ted to at tempt to locate a test 
that laa aimi lar to the quest ionnaire. A -Job Att itude Scale-
had been developed in Canada in 1911 and was based on Herzberg'a 
mode I . The aut hor I Shoukry D. Sa I eh I was cont act ed at the 
Univeraity of Uaterloo and permission laa granted to obtain a copy 
oft he t eat and manua I , reproduce cop i es 0 f the test, and 
administer this test to the group of Faculty students. The Job 
Attitude Scale consista of 120 paired statements and the testee las 
aaked to pick one of the pairs. Of the total statements, 40 
pairs contain only extrinsic factors in job satisfaction; 40 pairs 
consist of intrinsic factors; and 40 pairs consist of one 
extrinsic and one intrinsic factor. It ia possible, therefore, 
to get a general intrinsic score out of 60. This figure las then 
compared tot he scores rece i ved on t he not i vator secti on 0 f the 
questionnaire as lell as to the overall ral score. 
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Co.paring the .ean obtained for Pri.ary Teachers on the 
general intrinsic score, Saleh's was 30.10 co.pared to a .ean of 
23.57 for the Faculty students. Rlthough these students are not 
all pri.ary teachers, their score was significantly lower than any 
other occupational group that Saleh tested. Ho explanation could 
be given for this. 
Uhen co.par i ng i nt r i ns i c scores on Sa I eh I s quest i onna i re 
.ith the Motivator section of the devised questionnaire, a Pearson 
Product Mo.ent Correlat ion of .59 was obtained. Co.paring this 
sa.e I nt r i ns i c score tot he overa II score on t he quest lonna I re , 
the correlation coefficient is .63. Rlternatively, the Motivator 
section of the questionnaire correlates very highly with the 
overall score on the questionnaire, I.e. .87. 
In Chapter 4, the stat ist ical treat.ent of the results 
.ill be analyzed as to levels of satisfaction and dissatisfaction; 
differences bet.een the t.o groups of teachers; and co.parisons of 
de.ographic data. Chapter 5 .ill present the su •• ary and 
conclusions for the paper .hile looking at directions for future 
research. 
CHRPTER 4 - DRTR PRESENTRTION RND RNRLYSIS 
R. Data Presentation 
The st ati st i ca I treat ment 0 f the resu Its from prev i ous 
chapters will be analyzed as to levels of satisfaction and 
d i ssat i sf act i on j d iff erences bet ween the two groups 0 f teachers 
(Behavioural and Regular); and comparisons of demographic data. 
The Questionnaire (Rppendix) was composed of two sections: 
Section R contained the demographic Information and Section B 
cont a i ned 51 st at ement s based on Herzberg • s t wo-fact or mode I . 
Using a Likert scale with a range of one to five (higher scores 
meaning greater satisfaction), a total raw score could be obtained 
by summing the individual answers. R scale was then constructed 
indicat ing levels of sat i sfacti on or dissat isfaction. Uith a 
minimum of 51 and a maximum of 255, the range became: 
51 - 102 Uery Dissatisfied 
103 -
154 -
205 -
153 
204 . 
255 
Dissatisfied 
Satisfied 
Uery Satisfied 
Comparing the two groups of teachers (Table 3), it can be 
concluded that the majority (881 of the Behavioural and 901 of the 
Regular teachers) were in the Satisfied to Uery Satisfied range 
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Table 3 
Comparison of Overall Levels of Satisfaction and Dissatisfaction 
Bet.een Behavioural and Regular Teachers 
Uery 
Satisfied Satisfied 
Behavioural 9 (361) 13 (521) 
(H = 25) 
Regular 8 (281) 18 (621) 
(H = 29) 
Uery 
Dissatisfied Dissatisfied 
3 (121) o (01) 
3 (101) o (OJ) 
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and there lere no Uery Dissatisfied teachers. 
The total ral score for both groups of teachers las 
compared. The median for Behavioural teachers las 185 as compared 
to 183 for Regular teachers. The comparable means lere 191.3 and 
186.4 respectively. Uhen a t-test for small independent samples 
« 30) las done on the tlO means, at p , .05, the mean score 
of the Regular teachers as compared to the Behavioural teachers las 
significantly 10ler (Table 4). Uhen only the satisfaction scores 
lere compared" the behav i our a I teachers lere sign I f i cant I y more 
satisfied than the regular teachers. Uarious demographic factors 
and subsections of the questionnaire lould have to be examined in 
order to determine Ihich might be predictors or variables of job 
satisfaction. These lill be examined later in this chapter. 
Examining the group of six Dissatisfied teachers in 
greater detal I (Table 5), there seems to be no one demographic 
factor that is relevant. Surprisingly, all of these teachers see 
themselves in the teaching profession five years from nOI. Uhen 
cons i der I ng t he quest i onna i re items, t he I olest scores 0 f the 
Dissatisfied group came from a variety of categories and no 
patterns could be found. Only one out of the six las in favour of 
merit pay. 
Uhen compar I ng bot h groups us i ng demograph i c fact ors at 
all levels of satisfaction or dissatisfaction (Tables 6, 1, and 
8), there las no significant difference betleen the tlO groups 
Behavioural 
(Ii lB 25) 
Regular 
(H .. 29) 
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Table 4 
Total Satisfaction/Dissatisfaction Scores 
of 60th Groups of Teachers 
neon S.D. 
191.3 26.00 
186.4 24.16 
t • 2.469 is significant at 0.05 level. elf !IIi 52. 
Hote: 0.05 level of significance .111 be used throughout. 
Behavioural 
(It .. 22) 
Regular 
(H IiII 26) 
Total Scores of Both 
Groups of Satisfied Teachers 
Hean S.D. 
191.1 23.31 
191.0 21.88 
t • 3.641 Is significant at 0.05 leuel. df .. 46. 
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Table 5 
Demographic Information for Dissatisfied Teachers 
Sex Age Age of students 
n F 30-34 35-39 40-44 Pro Jr. Sr. 
Behavioural 1 2 2 0 1 0 3 0 
(H == 3) 
Regular 1 2 0 2 1 0 3 0 
(H == 3) 
Total 2 4 2 2 2 0 6 0 
Total Years of Degree 5 Years From Ho. 
Experience Teaching? 
0-10 11-20 21+ 0 BRIBEd nEd+ In Out 
Behavioural 2 0 1 0 3 0 3 0 
(H == 3) 
Regular 0 3 0 0 3 0 3 0 
(H = 3) 
Total 2 3 1 0 6 0 6 0 
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Table 6 
Demographic Information for Behavioural 
and Regular Teachers 
Behavioural 
(H = 25) 
Regular 
(H = 29) 
Chi Square = 1.648 
Rge of Students 
Primary Junior Senior 
6.5* 12.5* 6 
19 6 
df = 2 not significant at 0.05 
* One teacher had an equal split of primary and junior students. 
Behavioural 
(H - 25) 
Regular 
(H = 29) 
Chi Square = 0.218 
Degrees 
Hone B.R./B.Ed. ".Ed. 
17 
6 19 
df = 2 not significant at 0.05 
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Table 7 
Demographic Information for Behavioural 
and Regular Teachers 
Rge of Teachers 
20-29 30-39 -iO--i9 50-59 60+ 
Behavioural 
(H = 25) 
Regular 
(H = 29) 
Chi Square = 3.519 
Behavioural 
(H = 25) 
Regular 
(H - 29) 
Chi Square - 0.172 
2 
o 
15 7 o 
18 9 1 1 
df = -i not significant at 0.05 
Sex of Teachers 
nale Female 
7 18 
9 20 
df • 1 not significant at 0.05 
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Table 8 
De.ographlc Inforlation for Behavioural 
and Regular Teachers 
Total Years of Experience 
0-10 11-20 21+ 
Behavioural 10 10 
(ti = 24*) 
Regular 2 22 5 
(ti = 29) 
Chi Square = 9.683 df = 2 is significant at 0.05 
Years of Experience in Present School 
0-10 11-20 21+ 
Behavioural 22 1 o 
(ti = 23*) 
Regular 14 12 1 
(ti = 27*) 
Chi Square = 12.122 df • 2 is significant at 0.05 
* tlot every teacher answered this question. 
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.ith respect to age of students, degrees, 
teachers .hen Chi Square tests .ere done. 
and age and sex 0 f 
Uith respect to total 
years of experience and years of experience in the present school, 
there .as a significant difference at the .05 level. 
Uhen cons i der i ng the tot a I years 0 f exper i ence for bot h 
groups of teachers, the range for the Regular teachers .as from 6 
to 25 years .ith a mean of 16.9 years experience. For Behavioural 
teachers, the range .as 3 to 27 years .ith a mean of 12.8. Since 
Behavioural teachers are required to have specific qualifications 
in order to teach the i r c I asses, and It i th felt Regu I ar teachers 
Itanting to teach in these programs, virtually the only teachers to 
be hired in the past felt years of a declining enrolment situation 
have been those for the Behavioural field. As such, there are 
many more Behavioural teachers (401) Itith less than 10 years of 
experience and only 71 of the Regular teachers Itho have less than 
1 0 . Because 0 f t his phenomenon, i t ItOU I d have been very 
di fficult, if not impossible, to match these tltO groups of 
teachers on t he bas i s 0 f exper i ence • "any 0 f the Behav i oura I 
teachers, ho.ever, have been occas i ona I teachers i n the syst em 
.hich meant they had other teaching experience Ithich could not be 
officially included. 
Behavioural teachers seem more mobile in terms of years of 
experience in their present school but this Itould be expected since 
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behav i our a I c I asses have on I y ex isted 13 i nce 1954 and many have 
opened only in the last five years. COlparing the nUlber of years 
In the sale school, the range for the Regular teachers is frol 1 
to 22 years .ith a lean of 9.4. For Behavioural teachers, the 
range is frol 1 to 15 years .ith a lean of 4.1. 
Since the ranges for "Total Years of Experience" are very 
broad, it is necessary to exaline the data in greater detail. 
All of the Behavioural and Regular teachers .ith less than 15 total 
years 0 f exper i ence, .hen taken t oget her and compared tot he i r 
total raw score of sat isfact Ion or dissat isfact ion, produced no 
131 gn If i cant d If f erence (T ab I e 9). The sOle i 13 true .hen 
exolining those teachers .ith lore thon 15 total years of 
exper i ence. Resu I ts show that years of exper i ence is not a 
predictable factor for deterlining levels of satisfaction. (The 
reason 15 .as chosen as the nUlber of years .as becouse the group 
spilt allost evenly on either side of this point.) 
A I though there is a great d i ff erence in the leons for 
years of experience bet.een both groups of teachers, the leon ages 
are very similar, i.e. 37.2 for Behavioural teachers ond 39.4 for 
Regu I ar teachers. (S I nce a range .013 given, eg. 30 - 34, on 
exact age is not possible but the lid-point of each ronge .as used 
f or any ca I cu I at ions. ) Uhen a corre I at I on was done on oge and 
sat I 13 fact i on scores f or each group 0 f teachers J no sign I f I cant 
difference .as found. 
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Table 9 
Co.parlson of Teachers on Years of Experience 
Type of Teacher 
Behavioural 
(H - 24*) 
Regular 
(H = 29) 
Total 
>15 years 
experience 
5 
19 
24 
<15 years 
experience 
" 18 
8 
26 
* Hot every teacher ans.ered this question. 
15 years 
experience 
1 
2 
3 
Co.parison of Satisfaction/Dissatisfaction Scores for Teachers 
on the Basis of Years of Experience (> or < 15 years) 
Behavioural and Regular Teachers 
.ith >15 years experience (H • 24) 
"Behavioural and Regular Teachers 
.ith <15 years experience (H • 26) 
189.25 
189.69 
t • .00018 df • 1 not significant at 0.05 
SO 
21.11 
28.52 
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Rs expected, behavioural teachers have more Special 
Educat i on courses because Part I lis mandat ory wit h the T oront 0 
Board of Education and many teachers continue on to get Part III or 
their Specialist Certificates which allows them to teach any 
special education class. Over half of the regular teachers had no 
special education courses but the trend seems to be towards 
acqu i ring some. nore regu I ar teachers (12 • 41) take ot her 
ninistry courses than do behavioural teachers (641). 
It was interesting to note that of the behavioural 
teachers, all of them saw themselves teaching a year from now and 
921 felt that they would be at i II teaching five years from now. 
For Regular classroom teachers, the results were slightly lower: 
89.11 felt they would be st i II teaching a year froll now but only 
65.51 felt that they would be five years from now. Of the Regular 
teachers who indicated that they might be out of teaching in five 
years time, six would be on leaves of absence which mayor may not 
see them returning to teaching and two indicated that they would be 
resigning. Three Regu I ar teachers were hop i ng to be promot ed 
within five years. Of the Behavioural teachers, none indicated 
t ak i ng I eaves 0 f absence wh i ch is very i nt erest i ng and may be 
another indication of less dissatisfaction or stress. Five saw 
themselves being promoted. Even the six Dissatisfied teachers all 
saw themselves teaching five years from now. 
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Mer i t pay did not appear to be support ed but qua I i f Y i ng 
statements either In support of or against it were given in many 
cases. I twas obv i ous that the teachers were not categor i ca II y 
BforB or Bagainst B merit pay. This is a subject that produces 
heated discussion amongst teachers and could be explored further in 
another study. 
Uhen listing the factors that would contribute to Regular 
teachers remaining in the teaching profession, the two mentioned 
most frequent I y were: job sat i sf act i on and f i nanc i a I aspect s 
(Table 10). For Behavioural teachers, the two were: a supportive 
environment and job satisfaction.Uhen examining those factors that 
teachers said would contribute to them leaving the profession, 
Regu I ar teachers list ed : pressures from wit h in or out side 0 f 
teaching and personal or professional commitments (Table 11). For 
Behav i oura I teachers, the two most import ant fact ors wou I d be : 
I ack of support and a need f or change (Tab I e 12). Reasons for 
staying or leaving by either group do not qualitatively support or 
refute Herzberg-s theory. 
B. Rnalysis of FindingB 
Rs we know from t he lit erat ure , st ress does lead to j ob 
dissatisfaction and may even lead to burnout and attrition. From 
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Table 10 
Factors That Uould Contribute to Behavioural 
Teachers (H· 25) Re.aining 
1. Supportive environ.ent 
2. Job satisfaction 
3. Good .orking conditions 
4. Freedo. of .ove.ent .ithin the 
syste. 
Hu.ber Choosing 
This Factor* 
10 
10 
6 
3 
* So.e teachers gave .any reasons and so.e gave none. 
Factors That Uould Contribute to Regular 
Teachers (H = 29) Re.aining 
Hu.ber Choosing 
This Factor* 
1. Job satisfaction 13 
2. Financial aspects 8 
3. Freedo •• ithin classroo. 4 
4. Relationships .ith colleagues 3 
5. Good physical and .ental health 3 
6. Freedo. of .ove.ent .ithin the syste. 3 
* So.e teachers gave .any reasons and so.e gave none. 
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Table 11 
Factors That Uould Contribute to Behavioural 
Teachers (H = 25) Leaving 
Hu.ber Choosing 
This Factor* 
1 • Lack of support 9 
2. Heed for change of progra. 6 
3. Poor health 5 
~. nore paper.ork 5 
5. Stress ~ 
6. Longer .ork i ng hours 3 
7. Lack of job satisfaction 3 
8. Lack of integration opportunities for 3 
students 
9. Fa.ily and/or personal co •• it.ants 3 
10. Openings else.here in teaching 3 
* So.e gave .any reasons and so.e gave none. 
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Table 12 
Factors That Uould Contribute to Regular 
Teachers <H· 29) Leauing 
1. Pressures fro. within or outside 
of teaching 
2. Personal or professional co •• it.ents 
3. Lack of freedo. within classroo. 
4. Lack of sense of acco.plish.ent 
5. Longer working hours 
6. Increased financial opportunities 
outside of teaching 
7. Increased workload 
8. Illness 
9. Lack of ad.inlstratiue support 
Hu.ber Choosing 
This Factor-
11 
6 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
3 
3 
- So.e teachers gaue .any reasons and so.e gaue none. 
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this study, It .ould appear that the teachers studied .ere uery 
satisfied .Ith their jobs (Table 3) and the stressful factors that 
.ould contribute to their leaulng (Tables 11 and 12) lust not haue 
been present In sufficient quantity to cause thel to leaue. Euen 
the fe. dissatisfied teachers (Table 5) sa. thelselues stili 
teaching In 5 years tile. (Uhether this Is due to lack of seuere 
stressfu I cond I t Ions or I ack of job lob II I ty I s not kno.n.) The 
dissatisfied teachers .ere of both sexes, couered all age ranges, 
and had a range of years of experience. The areas of cOllonality 
.ere the age of students - all taught junior aged students - and 
their acadellc qualifications - all had B.R,ls or B.Ed.ls. 
Frol the I iterature, it .ould appear that special 
educat ors are under lore st ress and are, there fore, lore 
dissatisfied than regular educators. This study proued other.lse 
(Table 4). Perhaps the training (iinilul qualifications are Part 
11 I n Spec I a I Educatl on • f t h the behau I oura I opt Ion) , sla II c I ass 
size (P.T.R, Is 8:1 .Ith a full-tile educational . assistant), 
external support systel (co-ordinator, consultant, social .orkers, 
psychologists, psychiatrists, and curriculul consultants), and 
percelued success (Table 10) .elgh heauily In the special 
educators I fauour. Euen .Uh aggressiue chi Idren, heauy report 
.rltlng, and frequent leetings (other kno.n sources of stress), the 
ouerall feeling Is one of being satisfied .Ith onels job. 
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Uhen try I ng to det er.1 ne wh I ch de.ograph I c factors .ay 
deter.lne or .ay correlate with job satisfaction or stress, one can 
on I y draw uery genera I cone I us I ons. Accord i ng to Kyr I acou and 
Sutcl i ffe (1979), I f one Is a young, fe.ale teacher with Iitt Ie 
exper I ence, t he chances of I eau I ng teach I ng I s greater. Schwab 
(1983) found sl.llar results but clai.ed that years of experience 
had no bearing. He, along with Ulckstro. (1973), found that fe.ale 
teachers and ele.entary teachers had .ore positiue attitudes. 
Knoop ( 1980) found on I y one d •• ograph I c factor corre I at ed 
posit luely with job Inuolue.ent and that was .arltal status (single 
or diuorced are .ore .otiuated than .arried). The findings of this 
study are that age, sex, degree leuel, and grade leuel taught are 
not sign I f I cant I y d Iff erent bet ween regu I ar and behau I oura I 
teachers (Tab I es 6 and 7). There was a sign If I cant d I ff erence 
between the two groups as to years of teaching experience (Table 8) 
but when the two groups of teachers were co.blned on the basis of 
those with less than 15 years of experience and those with .ore 
than 15 years of experience, there was no significant dl Herence 
(Table 9). 
Fro. the theoret Ical .odels studied, intrinsic factors 
appear to be .ost positiuely correlated with leuels of satisfaction 
and this was true for this study as well (Table 13). Factors that 
teachers listed as contributing to their staying or leaulng were 
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both intrlnalc and extrinaic. (One haa no lIay of deterBining the 
nUllber or I nl ens i t 14 t hat IOU I d cause t he person to act YO II Y J eaue 
teaching.) 
Uhen the data on the questionnaire is analyzed In terlls of 
aotivators and hygienes (Table 13), one notes that there is no 
sign If i cant d I ff erence bet leEm the t 110 groups 0 f t eochers on the 
hygiene factors. There i8, hOle vel'" , a very significant 
difference Ihen one exa.lnes the aotivators. It Is necessary to 
f urt her d i v i de t h i 8 group 0 f quest ions to unders! and .h i cn lIIaU be 
t he best i nd i cat ora 0 f sat i sf act i on f or each group 0 f teachers 
(T ab I e 14). T 10 areas, Rch I eVllumt and Rdvance.ent , are so 
closely .atched that they cannot be used to differentiate the tlO 
groups. Uhen one looks at the ot her f our areas: Recogn it Ion I 
Posslbl lity of Grollth, Responslbi HtYJ and Uork ItseU, it is 
apparent that the first t.o areas are of significance for Regular 
teachers and the latter two areas are very significant for 
Behavioural teachers. 
In Chapter 5, 
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Table 13 
Comparison of Behavioural Teachers to Regular Teachers 
Using Motivators and Hygiene Scores 
Types of Teachers Motivators Hygienes 
Behavioural i .. 
(Ii ... 25) X :: 
SO ... 
Regular ~ ... 
(H ... 29) X ... 
SO .,. 
t - test on Motivators: df" ~ 
t - test on Hygienes: df .. ~ 
1916 i. ... 2816 
79.01 X :: 112.6" 
12.06 SD ... 18.71 
2159 Z ... 3235 
7i.i5 X ... 111. 55 
11 .23 SO ... 16.17 
t .. 6.95 is significant at 
0.05 level 
t ... 1.36 is not significant 
at 0.05 level 
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Table Ii 
Comparison of Behavioural and Regular Teachers on 
Sub-Sections of Motivator Scores 
Type of Teacher Recognition Achievement Advancement 
(Questions: (Questions: (Questions: 
13, 22, 25) 9,36,39,i6) 5, 16) 
Behavioural i. III 266 i- III 36i -£ .. 111 
(M ... 25) - H X III 10.6i X ... li.56 ... i.66 
Regular £. .. 32i ~ = i21 2. = 139 
(M = 29) R = 11.11 R = li.52 R ... i.69 
Type of Teacher Poss i b iii t Y Responsi- Uork 
of Growth bi I ity Itself 
(Questions: (Questions:3, (Questions: 
20, 26, 33) 11,29,13,50) 16,36,i5,i1) 
Behavioural :i • 221 % = 551 ~ ... iii 
(M ... 25) X ... 9.08 R ... 22.01 R ... 11.16 
Regular :£.. .. 29i ~ ... 531 i. .. ii5 
(M .. 29) R ... 10.1i R ... 18.52 ji ... 15.3i 
df .. ~ 
For behavioural teachers: 
t-test on Responsibility: 
t ... 10.i is 
t-test on Uork Itself: 
significant at 0.05 level and 0.01 level 
df .. -c 
t ... 1.91 is significant at 0.05 level and 0.01 level 
For regular teachers: 
t-test on Recognition: df = -0 
t = 2.12 is significant at 0.05 level 
t-test on Possibi I ity of Growth: df = 00 
t ... i.52 is significant at 0.05 level 
CHAPTER 5 - SUMMARY AHO COHCLUSIOHS. FUTURE RESEARCH. AHO 
LIMITATIOHS OF STUDY 
A. SUllary and Conclu§ions 
The hypothesis that this study set out to test was that: 
Teachers of elot ionally disturbed chi Idren are 
lore dissatisfied than regular education 
teachers because they are under lore stress in 
their work. 
Frol the evidence gathered frol a very select group of teachers, it 
was shown that the opposite Is true and, therefore, the hypothesis 
las not proven. Hone of the delographic factors lade any 
sign I f i cant d if f erence i n t he scores but t 10 subsect ions 0 f the 
Motivators, nalely Responsibility and Uork Itself, proved to be of 
greater significance than any others for the behavioural teachers 
and Recognition and Possibility of Grolth for regular teachers. 
Other findings frol the study are: 
I. Level of satisfaction was very high for both groups of 
teachers. 
2 . The f el d i ssati sf i ed teachers i n each group did not 
lant to leave teaching Ihich Indicates that their level of 
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dlslatlsfactlon .as not causing enough stress to lead to burnout or 
attrition. 
3. De.agraph I c factors, such as age and sex of teacher, 
age of students, and acade.lc qualifications, .ere not significant 
.hen co.parlng the t.o groups. 
4. Years of exper I ence .as a sign if I cant factor because 
the behavioural teachers' average .as for lo.er than the regular 
teachers. Uhen the group .as spilt in half, and all teachers,.ith 
leIs than 15 years experience .ere co.pared .Ith all teachers .ith 
.ore than 15 years experience, there .as no significant difference 
In the level of satisfaction. 
5. Rspect s 0 f t each I ng .h i ch cont r I but ed to behav I oura I 
teachers re.aining In the field .ere: supportive environ.ent, job 
satisfaction, and good .orking conditions. For regular teachers, 
they .ere: job satisfaction, financial aspects, and freedo •• Ithln 
the classroo •• Uhlle job satisfaction Is an Intrinsic factor, .oat 
of the others are extrinsic. nost of the aspects of teaching that 
.ould contribute to leaving the field, for both sets of teachers, 
are extrinsic. 
6. In each sltuat ion, so.e of the aspects giving 
satisfaction are those .hlch cause dissatisfaction - but .ost are 
Independent. 
1. Uhen the quest lonna I re Is sp lit I nto not I vators and 
Hyglenes, a co.parlson of behavioural 11th regular teachers shols 
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the notlvators playa very significant role In deter.lning levels 
of sot Isfact ion. This strong presence of intrinsic factors does 
support Herzberg's theory. Hyg i enes are not sign i f I cant. A 
further breakdo.n of notlvators Into the six subgrouplngs sho. that 
for behavioural teachers, the questions on Responsibility and Uork 
Itself are very significant and for regular teachers, the areas are 
Recognition and the Possibility of Gro.th. 
In su •• ary, both the behavioural and regular teachers In 
this study .ere very sot Isfied .Ith their profession .hlle the 
behavioural teachers .ere slgni flcant Iy .ore sot isfled than the 
regular teachers. Both total years of experience and years of 
exper I ence In the i r present schoo I .ere sign i f I cant and .Ight be 
predictors of satisfaction and dissatisfaction. Uhen all teachers 
.ere co.pared on the basis of less than and .ore than 15 years of 
experience, there .as no significant difference. Age and sex of 
teacher., age of students and levels of education .ere not 
indicators of levels of satisfaction or dissatisfaction. Hygiene 
factors .ere not significant .hen co.parlng the t.o groups but four 
of the notlvators .ere: Responsibility, Uork Itself, Recognition, 
and Possibility of Oro.th. Findings did not conclusively support 
or refute Herzberg's theory nor did they sho. that his theory does 
or does not apply to education. 
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B. Futur, R,§,qrch 
Aft,r eXaMining other studies on job sat i sfacti on and 
dissatisfaction, the question still reMains: ho. is this accurately 
.,asured? Individual cOlponents and factors are kno.n to be linked 
to j ob soU sf act I on (or d i ssai i sf acti on) but research has not 
conclusively sho.n that the sua of these factors ,quais the total 
resu Its. In any st udy i nvo I v i ng hUlan behav i our J t here are lany 
outside factors that enter into the decision and a longitudinal 
study lay produc, lor, accurate results. 
Although lost researchers in this field agree that 
intrinsic factors are definitely stronger than extrinsic factors as 
sources of satisfaction, one has to look at those ov,r .hlch the 
individual has the Most control as th,y tend to hav, th' greatest 
Influence. The further the locus of control is frOM the 
individual, the lore dissatisfaction Is produced. 
Job satisfaction n,eds to be divided Into various 
cOllponents .Ith each of these studied independently to see what the 
effect is on an individual. SOlie of these cOllponents could be: 
adMinistrative support, .orking relationships .ith coll,agues; work 
itself, salary, etc. Uhlle the overall level of satisfaction lay 
9 i ve one lIeasure I the SUII 0 f the cOllponent s lIay not equa I t his 
level. "ajor differences could be investigated. 
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Uith the wide di fferences of opinion with respect to 
demographic factors being predictors of job satisfaction or 
d I ssat i sf act i on.l more research needs to be done i nth i s area. 
Causes of stress (both personal and professional) also need to be 
examined and correlated with levels of teacher sat isfact ion and 
dissatisfaction. This should be investigated with both regular and 
spec i a I educat ors . Mer i t payor ot her pay sca I es for teachers I 
productivity should also be explored in greater detail. 
In order to validate 
teachers needs to be considered 
segment 0 f spec i a I educat ors • 
this study, a larger sample of 
including a proportionately larger 
Poss i b I y ot her fie I ds 0 f spec i a I 
education teachers could be considered. Although this study found 
that Responsibility and Uork Itself could be predictors of 
satisfaction in behavioural teachers and Recognition and 
Possibility of Growth predictors of satisfaction in regular 
teachers, further research is needed to know if these predictors 
hold true with all teachers tested. 
C. Limitations of Study 
Because 0 f t he sma II number 0 f behav i oura I teachers who 
were i nvo I ved i nth i s st udy.l i tis d i ff i cu Itt 0 draw genera I 
conclusions that light apply everywhere. The original group of 42 
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las very sla II and the size of the group Iho responded (H == 25) 
meant that the resu Its lere based on a sma II samp I e size. The 
study lould have to be repl icated elselhere and, ideally, lith a 
larger sample size. 
Since stress can lead to burnout and attrition, this study 
las not ab let 0 cons i der those Iho may have left teach i ng as a 
result of this. Teachers in the Toronto Board of Educat Ion are 
able to voluntarily Join a Long Term Disability Plan Ihlch enables 
them to seek medical and professional help .hi Ie being alay from 
their classrools for several leeks or lonths. Since this 
Inforlation is confidential, people .ho lay be on a telporary leave 
of absence due to burnout could not be involved in a study such as 
t his one. Rs Ie I I, many 0 f those .ho have left the fie I d 0 f 
teaching lere not able to be located. This occurred in sufficient 
numbers to invalidate the eventual size of the population Ihich 
could be reached. 
Rnot her let hod 0 f st udy I ng st ress IOU I d be to exal i ne 
absenteeism patterns of teachers. Teachers exhibiting high 
absenteeism could be studied to see if their level of stress is 
higher than those lith 101 absenteeisl but less than those Iho have 
left the field. This could not be done In this study because of 
the inability to obtain such records. 
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8PPEHQIH 
February 16, 1984 
Toronto Board of Education 
Special Education Department 
155 College Street 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5T lP6 
Dear: 
Because of my role as a consultant and my interest in 
teachers, I am conducting this study as my thesis requirement 
for my M.Ed. degree. It looks at job satisfaction and 
dissatisfaction among teachers. This study and its procedures 
have been reviewed by both the Special Education Department 
and the Research Department. 
Attached you will find a two-part questionnaire which I would 
like you to complete by February 29th, 1984. It should take 
approximately 20 minutes to complete. 
Your individual answers will be anonymous and confidential 
and will only be used for statistical purposes. Please do 
not put your name anywhere on the questionnaire. If you 
have any questions or concerns, do not hesitate to phone. 
Work: 598-4931 ext. 2017. Home: 429-1250. 
As soon as you have completed the two sections, place them 
in the envelope provided and return in the Board mail. At 
the same time, mail the stamped, self-addressed postcard 
which indicates that you have completed the survey but 
guarantees anonymity. In order to get the best possible 
results, I need close to 100% response. 
Thank you for your cooperation. Results of this study will 
be available by June of this year and will be sent out upon 
request. 
Sincerely, 
Sharon W. Milne 
Special Education Consultant 
(Hospitals and Institutions) 
SWM:sje 
QUE S T ION N A IRE 
SECTION A 
1. How many years have you been teaching? (Count the 
present year as a full year.) 
(a) Total years 
(b) In present class years 
(c) In your present school years 
2. What ages do most of your students in your class fall 
into? (Check-one.) 
3 . 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
What 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
is 
Primary 
Junior 
Senior 
your highest 
(6 - 9 years of age) 
(10 - 12 years of age) 
(13 - 15 years of age) 
level of education? (Check 
No degree __ 
B.A. or B.Sc. 
B.Ed. 
Master's degree __ 
Two master's degrees 
Doctorate 
4. What is your highest level of special education 
training? (Check one.) 
(a) Part I (or equivalent) 
(b) Part II (or equivalent) 
. --
(c) Part III (Specialist Certificate) 
5. What other Ministry courses do you have? (List 
6. What sex are you? 
(a) Female 
(b) Male 
one.) 
all. ) 
(Continued. ·2) 
Page 2 QUE S T ION N A IRE 
7. What was your age on January 1, 1984? (Check one.) 
(a) 20 - 24 (d) 35 - 39 (g) 50 - 54 
(b) 25 - 29 (e) 40 - 44 (h) 55 - 59 
(c) 30 - 34 (f) 45 - 49 (i) 60 -
8. Where do you see yourself one year from now? (Check one.) 
(a) Teaching in a behavioural class 
(b) Teaching but not in a behavioural class 
(c) Promoted 
(d) On a leave of absence 
(e) Resigned 
(f) Other 
9. Where do you see yourself 5 years from now? (Check one.) 
(a) Teaching in a behavioural class 
(b) Teaching but not in a behavioural class 
(c) Promoted 
(d) On a leave of absence 
(e) Resigned 
(f) Other 
10. What factors would contribute to your staying in the 
behavioural field? (Use other side if necessary.) 
11. What factors would contribute to your leaving the 
behavioural field? (Use other side if necessary.) 
QUESTIONNAI RE 
SECTION A 
1. How many years have you been teaching? (Count the 
present year as a full year.) 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Total 
In behavioural classes 
In your present school 
years 
years 
years 
2. What ages do most of your students in your behavioural 
class fall into? (Check one.) 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Primary 
Junior 
Senior 
( 6 - 9 years of age) 
(10 - 12 years of age) 
(13 - 15 years of age) 
3. What is your highest level of education? (Check one.) 
(a) No degree __ __ 
(b) B.A. or B.Sc. 
(c) B. Ed. 
(d) Master's degree 
(e) Two master's degrees 
(f) Doctorate 
4. What is your highest level of special education 
training? (Check one.) 
(a) Part I (or equivalent) 
(b) Part II (or equivalent) 
(c) Part III (Specialist Certificate) 
5 • What other Ministry courses do you have? (List 
6. What sex are you? 
(a) Female 
(b) Male 
all.) 
(Continued .. 2) 
Page 2 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
What 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Where 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
Where 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
QUE S T ION N A I R E 
was your age on January 1, 1984? (Check one.) 
20 - 24 (d) 35 - 39 (g) 50 - 54 
25 - 29 (e) 40 - 44 (h) 55 - 59 
30 - 34 (f) 45 - 49 (i) 60 -
do you see yourself one year from now? (Check one.) 
Teaching in your present class 
Teaching but not in your present class 
Promoted 
On a leave of absence 
Resigned 
Other 
do you see yourself 5 years from now? (Check one.) 
Teaching in your present class 
Teaching but not in your present class 
Promoted 
On a leave of absence 
Resigned 
Other 
What factors would contribute to your staying in 
teaching? (Use other side if necessary.) 
11. What factors would contribute to your leaving teaching? 
(Use other side if necessary.) 
SECTION B ( Circle one number only. ) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
Support from curriculum/special education 
consultant(s) or coordinator(s). 
Rapport with principal and/or vice-principal(s). 
Responsibility given to do work required. 
Attitude of parent(s) toward(s) your program. 
Increased status in teaching profession because 
of your classroom assignment. 
Rapport with students in your class. 
Rapport with professional other than 
consultants or administrators. 
Rapport with curriculum/special education 
consultant(s) or coordinator(s). 
Level of satisfaction with the job. 
1 
Low 
1 
Poor 
1 
Limited 
1 
Poor 
1 
Limited 
1 
Poor 
1 
Poor 
1 
Poor 
1 
Low 
Wages suitable for job performed. 1 
Unsatisfactory 
Status of behavioural teachers in the board. 1 
Low 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
4 5 
High 
4 5 
Good 
4 5 
Considerable 
4 5 
Good 
4 5 
Considerable 
4 5 
Good 
4 5 
Good 
4 5 
Good 
4 5 
High 
4 5 
4 
Satisfactory 
5 
High 
(Continued .. 2) 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
Physical location of classroom. 
Recognition by others of good work. 
Responsibility for deciding subjects to be 
taught. 
Time available for activities outside of 
school. 
Opportunity for promotion because of 
your classroom assignment. 
Rapport with colleagues. 
Time spent on classroom preparation. 
Physical condition of classroom. 
Opportunity to give inservice or workshops 
in your field of expertise. 
Physical condition of staffroom. 
Recognition by parents of good teaching 
job. 
Overall mental health. 
( Circle one number only.) 
1 
Poor 
1 
Limited 
1 
Limited 
1 
Limited 
1 
Limited 
1 
Limited 
1 
Limited 
1 
Poor 
1 
Limited 
1 
Poor 
1 
Limited 
1 
Poor 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
Good 
5 
Considerable 
5 
Considerable 
5 
Considerable 
5 
Considerable 
5 
Considerable 
5 
Considerable 
5 
Good 
5 
Considerable 
5 
Good 
5 
Considerable 
5 
Good 
(Continued .. 3 ) 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
Location of school from home. 
Recognition of principal and/or vice-
principa1(s) of good work. 
-j-
Authority given by principal and/or vice-
principa1(s) to carry out your program. 
Colleagues' attitude toward your program. 
Opportunity to participate in inservice and 
professional development. 
Freedom to select timetable for students. 
Support from principal and/or vice-
principa1(s). 
Support from professionals other than 
consultants or administrators. 
Support from parents. 
Opportunity to assist colleagues needing 
advice or materials. 
Involvement in school policy decision-
making. 
( Circle one number only. ) 
1 
Poor 
1 
Limited 
1 
Limited 
1 
Poor 
1 
Limited 
1 
Limited 
1 
Low 
1 
Low 
1 
Low 
1 
Limited 
1 
Limi ted 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
Good 
5 
Considerable 
5 
Considerable 
5 
Good 
5 
Considerable 
5 
Considerable 
5 
High 
5 
High 
5 
High 
5 
Considerable 
5 
Considerable 
(Continued. ~) 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
( Circle one number only. ) 
1 Rapport with parents. Poor 
Time spent in meetings involving 1 
students or program. Limited 
1 Support from colleagues. Limited 
Intellectual stimulation of work. 1 
Low 
1 Teaching assignment. Not Challenging 
Physical condition of school itself. 1 
Poor 
Principal and/or vice-principal(s) willing 1 
to delegate responsibility to you. Limited 
Status of teachers in your community. 1 
Low 
Freedom to select teaching methods. 1 
Limited 
Teacher Performance Review as a vehicle 1 
for understanding your program. Poor 
Time spent on supervision of students. 1 
Limited 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
5 
Good 
5 
Considerable 
5 
Considerable 
5 
High 
5 
Challenging 
5 
Good 
5 
Considerable 
5 
High 
5 
Considerable 
5 
Good 
5 
Considerable 
(Continued .. 5) 
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( Circle one number only.) 
46. Present teaching assignment makes best use 1 2 3 4 5 
of your teaching abilities. Limited Considerable 
47. Time spent on school or board paperwork. 1 2 3 4 5 
Limited Considerable 
48. Your job security as a classroom teacher. 1 2 3 4 5 
Poor Good 
49. Status of behavioural teacher(s) in your 1 2 3 4 5 
school. Low High 
50. Freedom to select teaching materials. 1 2 3 4 5 
Limited Considerable 
51. Effect of job on personal life. 1 2 3 4 5 
Negative Positive 
(Continued .. 6) 
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Do you think merit payor some additional remuneration should be given to any particular 
individuals or groups of classroom teachers? (Explain.) 
5 March 1984. 
Dear ________________________ _ 
Over a week ago, I sent out a questionnaire which 
is to be used for my degree work. Did you receive this? 
If not, please contact me immediately and I will send out 
another. (w) 598-4931 x2017; (h) 429-1250& 
If you have received it and have already returned 
it, please ignore this letter. There are still some post-
cards to come in and yours might be one of them. 
If you have not filled in this questionnaire, 
could you please take a few minutes out of your busy schedule 
to do this for me. I need 10 more completed before the 
March Break in order to work on it during this period. 
Thank you for taking the time to read this and 
act upon it. I know that your other commitments at this 
time of year are very heavy. 
Sincerely, 
Sharon W. Milne, 
Special Education Department, 
155 College Street, 
Toronto, Ontario. M5T IP6. 
